STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Thursday 7th December, 2017

We arrived in rainy and cold Antwerp during the early afternoon. There were just three of us
in attendance for the evening session.
We began with functional warming up with emphasis on turning and spiralling. Always
focusing on the line from the centre of the head to the perineum, which is a line slightly in
front of the spine.

For the main part of the session we applied these exercises to the eight movements in Sotai
Dosa.
These “Taiso” exercises where first introduced by Tomiki Sensei and are referenced to in his
early publications.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Friday 8th December, 2017

There were seven of us present at this evening's session.

Initially we ran through our series of functional exercises.


Hip and Ankle rotations



Kyokotsu lateral rotations; body rotating around an in-body vertical line in front of the
spine



Kyokotsu linear moving - up/back, with arm rotations - backwards and forwards.



Kyokotsu linear moving - arms semi-fixed in front of the chest.



Kyokotsu raising and dropping, with arms stretching vertically and then releasing
down in front of the body.



Diagonal Stretch - Rotate shoulder, and then pull/stretch from the hip to the lower
shoulder (arm-pit).



Kyokotsu "Figure-Of-Eight" movement - Kayak rowing action.



Head rotations - From the extreme top of the spine.

For pair exercises we performed Tegatana Awase using the effect of gravity sensation.
For the main part of the session we continued our studies with Outside Turn, Inside Turn,
Inside Sweep and Outside Sweep and all in relation to the movement of the Kyokotsu. To
close the session we performed the actions left and right repetitively and in a free, nonstopping manner.


No stopping, continuous movement, initially not particularly quickly.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 9th December, 2017

Today there were
three
sessions,
first a children’s
class
then
a
Randori Session
and
in
the
afternoon a formal
session for the
adults.

MORNING SESSION
The morning session was aimed at older junior students keen to be introduced to Randori.

With Tegatana Awase they used the effect of gravity sensation to help improve their concept
of how to move without pushing laterally.

Outside Turn from a gripped wrist was used to develop and improve Oshitaoshi from a
frontal attack. Should Uke then resist the Oshitaoshi attempt then Tori switched to Ude
Gaeshi. This combination was the practised freely and with a regular partner change. The
students soon became warmed and tired from this energetic practise.

AFTERNOON SESSION
There were four of us training in the afternoon session.
We continued with our studies of Sotai Dosa using the elements and sensations felt in the
functional warming up exercises.

Using the Jo to maintain the line of the shoulders we moved the Kyokotsu in a figure of eight.
During this process we cause a diagonal stretch through the body which starts at the hip and
moves through to the shoulder. Due to the cyclic nature of the exercise this movement then
transfers to the opposite hip. Always during this complex movement the body line is
maintained. Focus on the position of each elbow is important, they must move as one unit.
When one is retreating then other is moving towards the front and not swinging around to the
side. As always with these complex movements, to discuss how they occur is very difficult;
they have to be felt!

Creating these feelings whilst working with a partner then becomes an added difficulty.

We studied the Inside Sweep Turn elements of Sotai Dosa in an attempt to establish this.

For the final part of the session we looked at the impact these movements (Diagonal
stretching, Maintenance of the elbow-shoulder line) might have in Basic Kata. We explored
Tenkai Kote Hineri and the last three floating techniques.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 10th December, 2017

Outside it was snowing but in the Dojo we continued with our Aikido studies with eight of us
braving the extreme weather conditions.
To begin with we ran through our functional body warming exercises. Then we made an in
depth look at elements of Tandoku Undo from the perspective of our warming-up exercises
and the relationship between the elbow, shoulder and the Kyokotsu.

Some notes to assist and summarise some of the processes studied this weekend:
*Start by stretching from the Kyokotsu - The control centre.
*The stretch can be linear or diagonal, dependant on the exercise.
*For the diagonal, start from the hip and move the stretch across the body towards the rearside of the arm-pit - do not raise the shoulder.
*After the stretch release this.
*Release does not mean collapse.
*In pair work use the gravity sensation to gain control of Uke.
*Tori keep the body line and do not rotate or turn.

*Do not collapse the arm-pit, so that Tori/Uke tension is maintained - become one body.
*Use the elbow correctly, maintaining the connection with the Kyokotsu.
*Use Tsugi Ashi to reinforce the movement.
* With Tsugi Ashi first use gravity sensation then relax the hip of leading leg to enable one
movement - no bouncing from one leg to the other.
*Where applicable, Tori must stretch their arm down towards the outside of their knee.

For lunch we all met at “Kaiseki”, a Japanese cuisine restaurant in Antwerp city.

The things we must do to keep our Grandchildren
interested and amused! 

See you next weekend for some Belgium seasonal festive culture, thank you Eddy and Gina
for your hospitality and kindness.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2017 . . .
17Dec2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM Festive Culture with Gina De Weerdt
28Dec2017 Margate Christmas Special with Eddy Wolput
29Dec2017 Folkestone Cultural Evening with Christoph Bunzendahl

PROPOSED STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2018 . . .
06-07Jan2018 New Year Kampai, Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
26-28Jan2018 Almussafes Spain with Adrian Tyndale
03-04Feb2018 Margate with Satoru Tsuchiya Seminar
16-18Feb2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
16-18Mar2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
23-25Mar2018 Aikido Training Camp Blankenburg with Eddy Wolput
13-15Apr2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
24Apr-01May2018 Sofia, Bulgaria with Eddy Wolput
09-14May2018 Brussels with Akira Hino Seminar
18-20May2018 (IMM2018 Portugal)
25-27May2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
09-11June2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
Jul-Aug2018 Summer Holiday Break
01-02Sep2018 Holland ETAN Championship
21-23Sep2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
12-14Oct2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
16-18Nov2018 Almussafes Spain with Eddy Wolput & Yoshiomi Inoue
07-09Dec2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
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